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Coffe And Cigarettes
Augustana

Chords used:

 G    Am7   C   A7   C   C /B  A7      Bb 

e-3-  -0-  -0-  -0-  ---  ---  -----  -0-
b-3-  -1-  -1-  -2-  -8-  -8-  --5--  -6-
g-0-  -0-  -0-  -0-  -0-  -0-  -(6)-  -0-
d-0-  -2-  -2-  -2-  -0-  -0-  --x--  -x-
a-x-  -0-  -3-  -0-  -x-  -x-  --4--  -x-
E-3-  ---  ---  ---  -8-  -7-  --5--  -6-

Intro: G

Verse:

G                                                   Am7            C        G
 Wake up, take your pills dear, I know this time of year ain t right for you...
G
 You came with a sickness, shot down back in Christmas,
Am7  C     A7
Kamikaze rain...
       C              C/B        A7
and I m sure you ve lost that weight again,
     C         C/B       A7
I m sure the pills keep pouring in,
      C          C/B          A7       C 
Like smoke that falls, it s caving into you...
                C        C/B     A7          
So put me on a plane, and fly me to anywhere...
  C/B         C         C/B    A7
Put me on a plane, and fly me to anywhere...
  C/B         C         C/B    A7                  C 
Put me on a plane, and fly me to anywhere...  with you

G
 One night... when you woke up, you bled... till you spoke up,
Am7      C            G 
Oh this ain t pretty dear,
G                                                                Am7   C     A7
 With clocks, watch the time go... till spring, when the sun can finally be
free...
         C            C/B       A7
And I m sure you ve lost that weight again,
    C          C/B        A7
I m sure the pills keep pouring in,
       C         C/B      A7         C 
We ll scream at night, to make it go away...



                C          C/B    A7          
So put me on a plane, and fly me to anywhere...
  C/B          C        C/B     A7
Put me on a plane and fly me to anywhere...
     C/B         C          C/B    A7                C 
Just put me on a plane and fly me to anywhere...  but you...

After this chorus he plays C    C/B  Bb   (alot of questionmarks, i know)..
After that there s another chorus, and then the outro thing again. and that s
it.
Great song with great lyrics.


